READ BOOKS IF YOU CANNOT TRAVEL YET
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SOME people say reading books is just like travelling. But I would say that it depends on the kind of book you read. But if you cannot travel abroad as of yet, better read interesting books about the place that interest you so much.

When visiting a book store, among the books that attract me are books about places more particularly the historical ones and those have to do about heritage.

Locally, interesting features that easily attract my curiosity are books about those in the Ilocos region and in the Mindanao. I feel it wonderful to read and know about how those houses made of bricks were put up by the Spaniards who stayed long in the Philippines. I love to read about their culture.

I like to know how the Maranaos live; how their cultures began; I love to read about how the Tausug came to be known as "The Warriors" in their own right.

Reading books about the Bicol region and its magnificent Mayon Volcano also interest me. One can be real tourist by reading books about the places you want to visit. But of course, visiting the places you dreamed and read about makes difference.

It is about time schools make it a requirement that students read more about historical places not only in our regions but also more books about other countries. Some students are poor in history and geography.
Reading Philippine history books may not be enough for any student who loves to travel here and abroad. So if you want to travel, read. But enrich your knowledge by reading and travelling.
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